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Art and Science Collide at Spring Exhibit
Collaboration between TRIUMF and ECUAD fashions exhibit at Science World
(Vancouver) – When faced with a question about the nature of our Universe, would you grab an
engineering notebook or an artist’s sketchpad to collect your ideas? Science and art are often confused as
being polar-opposite disciplines though they both exercise one’s ability for creative and innovative
thinking. With the launch of a new exhibit at Science World, Emily Carr University and TRIUMF continue
to develop common ground from the inspirations of art and science.
The exhibition will be on display at Science World, providing visitors of all ages an opportunity to
contemplate science from an artistic perspective. It includes art pieces by students and alumni of Emily
Carr University and showcases artists’ fascination with scientific topics ranging from the cosmos to particle
behavior to human relationships with technology.
“Both science and art are born out of a desire to make sense of the world around us,” notes Lindsay Kroes,
TRIUMF Communications Assistant. “In conversation with TRIUMF researchers and Emily Carr students,
it is clear that both groups share an innate sense of curiosity and a penchant for unconventional thinking.
The art which has resulted reflects these intersections and similarities.”
Some of the artists participated in the Artist-in-Residence Program at TRIUMF, through a Humanities
course, Black Holes and Other Transformations of Energy, taught by Associate Professor Ingrid Koenig.
The Artist-in-Residence program offers students an opportunity to hear lectures from TRIUMF researchers
and spend an afternoon immersed among the people, equipment, and collaborative environment at
TRIUMF. The ongoing partnership between Emily Carr University and TRIUMF brings student artists and
research scientists together to explore new ways of thinking about physics, the scientific method, and our
world.
David Morrissey is a theoretical physicist at TRIUMF who explores the physics behind dark matter and
engages with Emily Carr students in their “collisions” with science. Says David, “In science, as you go
through the process, very often the place where you end up is not necessarily where you had in mind. I see
now that the same is true of making art; in both cases, the process steers you.”
The exhibit was organized by TRIUMF, Canada’s National Laboratory for Particle and Nuclear Physics, in
collaboration with Emily Carr University of Art & Design. The curatorial team, led by Emily Carr’s faculty
Ingrid Koenig and Randy Lee Cutler, also included Emily Carr alumna Debbie Teupah and TRIUMF’s
Communication Coordinator Melissa Baluk.
The exhibit will on display at Science World from Friday, April 11, 2014 through Monday, May 19, 2014.
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About Emily Carr University of Art + Design
Emily Carr University of Art + Design, established in 1925, is a world leader in education and research.
Encouraging experimentation at the intersection of art, design, media and technology, our learning
community merges research, critical theory and studio practice in an interdisciplinary environment.
Alumni and faculty are internationally recognized as award-winning creators and thought leaders who have
enormous impact on both the cultural sector and economy. We engage students, industry, and society to
continuously explore and think differently about creativity and how it shapes our world. Find out more at
ecuad.ca.
About TRIUMF
TRIUMF is Canada’s national laboratory for particle and nuclear physics. Together with its partner AAPS,
Inc., TRIUMF also seeks to commercialize its technologies for the benefit of all Canadians. Located on the
south campus of the University of British Columbia, TRIUMF receives operating support from the
Government of Canada through a contribution agreement via National Research Council Canada; the
Government of British Columbia provides capital for new buildings. TRIUMF is owned and operated as a
joint venture by a consortium of the following Canadian universities: University of Alberta, University of
British Columbia, University of Calgary, Carleton University, University of Guelph, University of
Manitoba, McGill University, McMaster University, Université de Montréal, University of Northern British
Columbia, Queen’s University, University of Regina, Saint Mary’s University, Simon Fraser University,
University of Toronto, University of Victoria, University of Winnipeg, and York University. For more
information, please visit us at http://www.triumf.ca. Be sure to tweet us at @TRIUMFLab.
About Science World
Science World British Columbia is a not-for-profit organization that engages British Columbians in science
and inspires future science and technology leadership throughout our province. Visit www.scienceworld.ca.
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